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Abstract. To learn aWeb browsing behavior model, a large amount of labelled data
must be available beforehand. However, very often the labelled data is limited and
expensive to generate, since labelling typically requires human expertise. It could
be even worse when we want to train personalized model. This paper proposes
to train a personalized Web browsing behavior model by semi-supervised learning.
The preliminary result based on the data from our user study shows that semi-
supervised learning performs fairly well even though there are very few labelled
data we can obtain from the specific user.
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1 INTRODUCTION

While the World Wide Web contains a vast quantity of information, it is often time
consuming and sometimes difficult for a web user to locate the information found
relevant. This motivates us to build an effective Web recommendation system to
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assist the user in finding relevant pages with respect to his/her own interests. We
call such pages information content pages or ICpages for short.

The earlierWebIC publications [15] have done the research on the training/test-
ing of general “browsing behavior model” from the entire population, to predict each
specific user’s information need based on the current browsing session.

Since different users have diverse interests, it is critical for recommender sys-
tem to generate personalized useful recommendations with respect to each user’s
interest and behavior. It is more appropriate to construct a personal recommenda-
tion learning system to generate recommendations for each individual. It is expected
that a personalized model can provide more realistic personalized recommendations,
therefore the quality of service will decrease as the system generates recommenda-
tions from the more specific self-trained model to the more general population model.

Moreover, to learn a general behavior model, a large amount of labelled data
must be provided beforehand. However, very often the labelled data is limited
and expensive to generate, since labeling typically requires human expertise (e.g.
conducting user study). It could be even worse when we want to train personalized
model, because it becomes more difficult to collect the same amount of labelled data
from one individual as the data from a large population.

To overcome the limit of labelled data during the training and still to obtain high
quality of recommendation prediction, Semi-Supervised Learning [4, 13] has been
introduced, and it has recently attracted a considerable amount of research. The
supervised learning, mostly applied in general population model, basically involves
two steps: training and prediction. The training process uses all the labelled data
to infer a general prediction function, then the prediction process uses the general
function to infer labels for unlabelled data. Semi-supervised learning differs by
learning from labelled and unlabelled data simultaneously, and makes predictions in
one step. Given a data set

X = {x1, . . . , xl, xl+1, . . . , xn}

with the first l points labelled, and all the rest unlabelled. The goal is to predict
the labels of the unlabelled points. Basically it takes advantage of the relationship
among labelled and unlabelled data to make more accurate predictions than purely
using labelled data for training in supervised learning method.

Therefore, we propose to make recommendations in a personalizedWeb browsing
behavior model by semi-supervised learning. The personalized prediction problem
in the Web recommender system is naturally fit into the semi-supervised learning
setting by using our previous user study. The preliminary result based on the data
from our user study shows that semi-supervised learning performs fairly well to
produce personalized recommendation for each user, even though there are very few
labelled data we can obtain from the user.

The paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 discusses the related work. Our
approach uses the data from a user study (LILAC), which will be described briefly
in Section 3. We also demonstrate the key steps to build a personalized Web recom-
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mender system by semi-supervised algorithm in Section 4. Section 5 introduces our
experiment design to evaluate the performance of semi-supervised learning, using
the data collected from LILAC. Finally, we will conclude this paper with the future
work.

2 RELATED WORK

There is a great deal of research on generating recommendations for Web users,
describing systems that make predictions on specific Web sites (see association
rules [1]), some based on specific hard-selected words [3, 8, 2], and others that seek
useful complete-web recommendation [15]. This section summarizes several related
approaches, and discusses how they relate to our work.

Pirolli and Fu [11] try to identify information need based on the SNIF-ACT

model: production rules and a spreading activation network. These SNIF-ACT
production rules resemble the patterns that we are attempting to learn. However,
our system differs by learning personalized model for each user; hence our systems
do not rely on any prior knowledge of the whole population.

Amanda et al. [12, 7] analyzed Web queries passed to the Excite search engine,
and found several interesting characteristics of Web search behaviors – e.g. most
of the search involves very few search terms, few modified queries, and rarely use
advanced search features, etc. This differs from our research as our focus is on
finding useful information based on information gathered innocuously for a specific
user, rather than characterizing how users interact with search engines.

The Letizia [9] agent helps a user browse the Web by using heuristics to infer
a user interest from browsing behavior. Watson [5] observed users interacting with
everyday applications and then anticipated their information needs using heuris-
tics to automatically form queries. The heuristics used by Letizia and Watson are
hand-coded. While they may be personalized for each individual, we expect models
learned from actual user will be more accurate.

The earlier WebIC publications [16, 15] focused on ways to learn general brows-
ing patterns, corresponding to a large population. This paper significantly extends
those earlier results by learning each individual’s interests and behavior separately.
We propose to apply the semi-supervised learning method [14] to predict each in-
dividual’s information need based on the personalized model. The semi-supervised
learning method uses the global information from the labelled and unlabelled words
to make predictions. The reality here is that the labelled words from pages anno-
tated by each user is very limited while we have large number of data unlabelled.
The semi-supervised learning method is especially efficient under this kind of cir-
cumstance. It combines the information from unlabelled words in learning while the
supervised learning method only used labelled words in training. As the supervised
learning method uses only very limited training data, it won’t be very efficient to
explore the information from large amount of unlabelled data. The out-performance
of the semi-supervised method has been shown in [14]. Therefore, we construct pro-
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file (annotated data) for each user and apply the semi-supervised method to predict
its current information need based on its own behaviors.

3 THE USER STUDY – LILAC

Our approach uses the data from a user study, named “LILAC” (Learn from the
Internet: Log, Annotation, Content) [18], which attempts to evaluate the browsing
behavior models by actual users working on their day-to-day tasks.

All LILAC participants were required to install a customized browser (i.e. Web-

IC ) on their own computer, and they were instructed to use WebIC to browse
their own choice of web pages. Each participant was instructed to make annotation
by clicking “MarkIC” button whenever s/he found a page s/he considered to be
an ICpage, and s/he was also required to evaluate the usefulness of the suggested
page by WebIC. As part of this evaluation, the subjects were instructed to “Tell
us what you feel about the suggested page”, to indicate whether the information
provided on the suggested page was relevant to his/her search task. They could
choose one of five options as follows:

• Fully answered my question

• Somewhat relevant, not answering my question fully

• Interesting, but not so relevant

• Remotely related, but still in left field

• Irrelevant, not related at all.

LILAC considered four models: the three behavior models and “Followed Hy-
perlink Word” (FHW) [6], which is used as a baseline.

These browsing behavior models describe how users locate relevant pages on
the Web as general, which have been trained based on the “browsing features” [15]
extracted from the annotated data (e.g. “ratio of the pages in the session that
contain word w”, “latest relative location of the page that contained w”, etc.). We
have developed 35 browsing features to describe how each word w relates to the
sequence of pages visited. We trained the model on the data previously annotated
by all subjects. That is, the users initially used the models, which were based on
a model obtained prior to the study. During the 2nd week, they used the models,
based on the training data obtained from week 1, as well as the prior model, and
so forth. Note that the models used in LILAC were trained based on the entire
population.

To suggest a page, WebIC first computes browsing features for all stemmed
non-stopwords that appear in the current session. It then determines which of these
words to submit as a query to a search engine, using one of the models learned
previously. WebIC then recommends the top page returned, and also required the
subject to give an evaluation on the suggested page.

In order to train these behavior models, the study participants must actively
make annotations while browsing the Web; this is both inconvenient for the user,
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and unrealistic in a production version of Web recommender system. To partially
avoid this problem, we have tried to train a behavior model based on previous
evaluation results in LILAC. We found that the results of such a model are similar
to the results of training the model directly on the original ICpages. This observation
is significant as it will allow us to continuously refine the model without requiring
the user’s annotation.

4 PERSONALIZED WEB RECOMMENDER SYSTEM

Here, we propose to build a personalized Web recommender system based on semi-
supervised learning, using a user’s previous evaluations on the suggested pages. Since
the semi-supervised learning method can still predict fairly well even with very few
labelled data, the user may be relaxed by making evaluations as less as possible. The
user can also help improve the performance the semi-supervised learner by providing
more evaluations.

Imaging the system watched the user’s browsing on the Web. Whenever the
user asks for recommendation, the system will collect the observed page sequence,
and suggest a Web page which is expected to satisfy the user’s current information
need.

Extracting Browsing Features. The system will first identify all the non-stop
stemmed words in the current browsing session, and extract a browsing feature

vector for each word

w = (bf1, bf2, . . . , bfi, . . . , bfn),

in which bfi is the ith value of w’s browsing features. This results in a big
matrix, where each row corresponds to a word encountered, and each column,
to the value of a particular browsing feature. The matrix will be fed into the
semi-supervised predictive model as unlabelled data points.

Predicting by combining labelled and unlabelled data. Based on the obser-
vation from LILAC, we can make prediction by using previous evaluation re-
sults. The predictive model records every query (i.e. a list of keywords) sent to
search engine to retrieve the suggested page, associated with the user’s evalua-
tion. Here, we only consider the two extreme evaluation options: “Fully” and
“Irrelevant”, and label each word in the query as Fully (+) or Irrelevant (-),
corresponding to the evaluation on the page that returned by sending the query
to a search engine. Note that we only use the browsing features of each word,
not the words themselves. Table 1 shows one example of such labelled data set.

The predictive model then identifies the unlabelled data that inputed after the
browsing feature extraction, to make prediction by combining these labelled
and unlabelled data. To do so, the predictive model first combines the labelled
browsing feature vectors with the unlabelled ones as

W = {w1, . . . , wl, wl+1, . . . wn}
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Query Browsing Features Evaluation
...

data . . . 0.15 . . . 0.23 . . . +
+mining . . . 0.32 . . . 0.8 . . .
+software . . . 0.15 . . . 0.62 . . .
+free . . . 0.80 . . . 0.34 . . .
...

Table 1. The labelled data in semi-supervised predictive model

and a label set
Y = {−1, 1}.

The first l words wi are labelled as yi ∈ Y according to user’s previous evalua-
tion and the remaining words are unlabelled. Each word wi is associated with
a browsing feature vector. We want to make predictions for the remaining un-
labelled words. The main steps of the semi-supervised algorithm are described
according to [13] in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Semi-supervised learning algorithm

INPUT: word features set W = {w1, . . . , wl, wl+1, . . . , wn} and
a vector y = {y1, . . . , yl, 0, . . . , 0}.

1. Construct a Gaussian weight matrix such that

Gij = e(−||wi−wj ||
2/2σ2)

2. Construct the matrix
S = D−1/2GD−1/2

in which D is a diagonal matrix that

D(i, i) =
∑

j

G(i, j)

3. Compute
f = (I − αS)−1y

where α ∈ [0, 1]

OUTPUT: a label vector yi = fi for each word wi.

We then rank the words with positive outcomes (i.e. yi > 0) and rank these
words according to yi, select top m = 4 words as query to retrieve a page from
search engine.

Incorporating evaluations. As we stated above, the user’s evaluation on the sug-
gested page can also help predict the query which will trigger search engine to
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return a relevant Web page. We encourage the user to evaluate the recommenda-
tions as possibly as s/he can. The more the labelled data, the better performance
of the predictive model. If the user would like to make the evaluation, we will
label the keywords in the query according to the evaluation outcome, and ap-
pend these new labelled feature vectors into the model (i.e. Table 1). Thus, the
newly labelled data can be taken into account for the next time’s prediction.

We fulfil personalization in the recommender system by maintaining different
predictive model (i.e. labelled feature vectors) for each individual, which can also
catch up with the user’s browsing behavior shifting. We can also suggest page for
a group of users if the predictive model can obtain labelled data (browsing feature
vectors with evaluation label) from each of its members.

5 EXPERIMENT

To measure the performance of the semi-supervised predictive model, we run the
off-line testing that simulates the subjects’ behavior in the “LILAC” user study.

We assume that the user’s evaluation of the suggested page is based on the simi-
larity between his/her own ICpage and the suggested page [17]. For each “MarkIC”
session in LILAC, the user annotated the ICpage only if it satisfies his/her current
information need. In such cases, the ICpage can equivalently be described as the
page that can fully answer his/her question, which means that the “Fully” sug-
gested page contains very similar content as the ICpage. Alternatively, a page that
is evaluated as “Irrelevant” contains unrelated information. Intuitively, the more
a suggested page is similar to ICpage, the higher probability it will be evaluated as
“Fully”. Thus the higher the similarity score of the page suggested by a model, the
better the model.

Several “similarity functions” (f(pic, pS) on the ICpage pic, and the suggested
page pS) have been proposed and then verified by LILAC data [17]. Among them,
Information Theoretic Measure (ITM) has the simplest format, and it performs
promisingly on LILAC data. ITM is a simplified version of the measure that was
proposed in [10].

fITM (pIC , pS) =
|WIC ∩WS|

|WIC ∪WS|

in which WIC are the words in the ICpage, while WS denotes the words in the
suggested page, after removing stop-word and stemming. ITM returns a large
number if pS was a “Fully” page, and a small number if pS was an “Irrelevant” page.
Figure 1 shows the whole process for testing the personalized web recommendation
on LILAC data.

We run the testing independently on each subject’s data, which means we will
reset the semi-supervised predictive model (i.e. clear the label data) before we start
testing on a new subject. For each MarkIC session of a subject in LILAC, ICpage
(pIC) and suggested page (pLILAC

suggest ) generated by WebIC can be collected, and based
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Fig. 1. Testing semi-supervised learning for personalized web recommendation on LILAC
data

on the same session, we apply semi-supervised predictive model to generate another
suggested page psemi

suggest.
For one-quarter of the MarkIC sessions within the LILAC study data, WebIC

selected the baseline FHW model. We can now compute the similarity between the
user’s ICpage pIC and this proposed pFHW

suggest page – f(pIC , p
FHW
suggest) – using ITM , and

also the similarity between the ICpage and the suggested page by semi-supervised
model, f(pIC , p

semi
suggest.

To validate the hypothesis that semi-supervised model is better than FHW, we
perform a statistical test (i.e. Wilcoxon) on the correlated samples. If the p value is
less than 0.05, then we can conclude that it is better than the FHW model. Table 2
shows several pairs of similarities from “MarkIC” sessions in LILAC.

FHW Sem-Supervised Model
...

0.100156 0.139225
0.101887 0.131188
0.034173 0.036641

0.05 0.072685

0.146667 0.166667
0.078205 0.116919

...

Table 2. Paired similarities on LILAC data

We then run Wilcoxon test on the paired similarities, with the hypothesis

f(pIC , p
FHW
suggest) < f(pIC , p

semi
suggest).
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The p value equals to 0.0137. We can make the conclusion that there exists a sig-
nificant difference between FHW and semi-supervised model; in other words, semi-
supervised model performs better than FHW. Note that the conclusion is qualitative,
which means we do know that semi-supervised model works better than FHW, but
we do not know how semi-supervised model performs over FHW.

After we have completed computing similarities on one “MarkIC” session, we
will incorporate the query generated in LILAC (i.e. keywords’ browsing features on
the current “MarkIC” session and the evaluation label) into the semi-supervised
model, which will be used for the next time’s prediction.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

It is more and more important for a Web recommender system to be able to ef-
ficiently help people locate relevant information on the Web, especially to provide
personalized web recommendations to save people a lot of time for search informa-
tion on the web. The standard approach applied supervised learning to build Web
user model for producing recommendations. However, the labelled data is limited,
and sometimes is very difficult to acquire.

We propose a novel method to generate personalized web recommendation using
semi-supervised learning based on previous evaluations. We have developed the
semi-supervised predictive model in our Web recommender system, and the preli-
minary result indicates that it works better than the baseline model.

We are currently investigating additional similarity functions to verify the per-
formance of web recommender system. In the future, we plan to test the semi-
supervised predictive model in another user study.
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